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Executive Summary
Background:
The Fridley Civic Center development located east of the University East Service Road and south
of 71st Avenue NE in Fridley, Minnesota has been partially constructed. This development
includes a new city hall, fire department, public safety and public works buildings as well as 26
single family homes and 72 townhomes.
On University East Service Road, the access for 69th Avenue is closely spaced to the signal of
University Avenue/69th Avenue with approximately 125 feet of spacing between intersections.
With more traffic being added to University East Service Road from the Fridley Civic Center
development, operational and safety concerns are raised for the 69th Avenue access point due
to the close spacing to the signal.
The purpose of this study is to determine the traffic impacts associated with keeping the 69 th
Avenue connection to University East Service Road, restricting the connection or removing the
connection.
Results:
The principal findings of this study are:
• The remaining residential portions of the Fridley Civic Center development are expected to
generate 680 new trips during an average weekday, 46 new trips during the a.m. peak hour
and 56 new trips during the p.m. peak hour.
• The study roadways and intersections are forecast to operate acceptably through the 2022
Build scenario.
• Queues on westbound 69th Avenue at University Avenue occasionally block the northbound
69th Avenue access during peak hours.
• Adequate intersection sight distance does not exist for northbound vehicles on the 69th
Avenue access looking west.
Recommendations:
The following items are recommended based on the analyses contained in this study:
• The 69th Avenue access to University East Service Road be removed.
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1. Introduction
a. Proposed Development
The Fridley Civic Center development has been partially constructed and includes a
new city hall, fire department, public safety and public works buildings as well as 26
single family homes and 72 townhomes. This development is located east of the
University East Service Road and south of 71st Avenue NE in Fridley, Minnesota.
A new east-west roadway, Locke Parkway, has been constructed north of 69th Avenue
NE with a roundabout at University East Service Road. This new roadway will serve the
townhomes. The new single family homes will utilize this new roadway as well as the
existing 69th Avenue. Two connector roads will be provided between Locke Parkway
and 69th Avenue.
A site plan for the Fridley Civic Center is shown in the Appendix.

b. Purpose of Study
On University East Service Road, the access for 69th Avenue is closely spaced to the
signal of University Avenue/69th Avenue with approximately 125 feet of spacing
between intersections. With more traffic being added to University East Service Road
from the Fridley Civic Center development, operational and safety concerns are raised
for the 69th Avenue access point due to the close spacing to the signal.
69th Avenue NE currently serves 41 single family homes as well as Woodcrest Baptist
Academy school and church. With the new Locke Parkway having connections to 69th
Avenue, the ability exists to remove or restrict the connection from 69 th Avenue to
University East Service Road.
The purpose of this study is to determine the traffic impacts associated with keeping
the 69th Avenue connection to University East Service Road, restricting the connection
or removing the connection.

c. Study Objectives
The objectives of this study are:
i.
Document how the study intersections and roadways currently operate.
ii.
Forecast the amount of additional traffic expected to be generated by the
proposed development.
iii.
Determine how the study intersections and roadways will operate in the future
with the completion of the proposed development.
iv.
Determine how the study intersections and roadways will operate in the future
with different configurations of the 69th Avenue access point.
The roadway corridors studied in this document include:
i.
University East Service Road
ii.
69th Avenue
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iii.

Locke Parkway

For the purposes of this traffic study, the study intersections closest to the proposed
development and where the greatest impact is expected were chosen for review. These
include:
i.
University East Service Road/69th Avenue
ii.
University East Service Road/Locke Parkway
iii.
University Avenue/69th Avenue
It should be noted, traffic expected from the proposed development will have minor
impacts on other corridors and intersections beyond those studied here. Furthermore,
this study does not account for existing roadway conditions such as pavement quality
or appropriate drainage.
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2. Existing Conditions
a. Corridor Characteristics
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the key roadway corridors around and within the
study area.
Table 1 – Study Corridor Characteristics
Name

Designation1

University Ave

TH 47

69th Ave NE
University E Serv Rd
Locke Pkwy

Local
Local
Local

Classification2
A Minor
Expander
Local
Local
Local

Speed
Limit

Lanes

55 mph

4 divided

30 mph
30 mph
30 mph

2 undivided
2 undivided
2 divided

Peds/
Bicycles

Transit3
3 Routes
12 Buses
None
None
None

None
None
Trail
Sidewalks

1

TH = Trunk Highway
Source: Fridley 2040 Comprehensive Plan Draft
3 Number of routes around the proposed site followed by the frequency of transit service during the peak periods.
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b. Study Intersection Characteristics
The three study intersections each utilize different traffic control. University Avenue/69th
Avenue is signalized, University East Service Road/69th Avenue is under side-street
stop control and University East Service Road/Locke Parkway is a single lane
roundabout.
As mentioned, there is approximately 125 feet of spacing between the 69th Avenue
access and University Avenue. According to the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials' (AASHTO) A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets (commonly referred to as the Green Book), the driver of a vehicle
approaching an intersection should have an unobstructed view of the entire
intersection, including any traffic-control devices, and sufficient lengths along the
intersecting roadway to permit the driver to anticipate and avoid potential collisions.
Intersection sight distance requirements are provided in terms of both a physical
distance and a time gap in the mainline traffic related to the speed of approaching
vehicles. For approaching vehicles at any speed, per Table 9-5 of the AASHTO Green
Book, a passenger car stopped at an intersection requires a minimum time gap of 7.5
seconds in either direction to complete a left turn movement. In other words, an average
driver needs to see an approaching vehicle at least 7.5 seconds away to know if they
have sufficient time to complete a left turn. To complete a right turn movement, per
Table 9-7 of the AASHTO Green Book, the time gap is reduced to 6.5 seconds for a
passenger car and applicable only to vehicles approaching from the left of the stopped
driver. For single-unit trucks or buses, the time gaps are 9.5 seconds for a left turn and
8.5 seconds for a right turn. For combination trucks, the time gaps are 11.5 seconds for
a left turn and 10.5 seconds for a right turn.
Conservatively assuming vehicles are only travelling 15 mph from University Avenue to
the 69th Avenue access, that equals about 5.5 seconds of sight distance to the west.
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This is less than the adequate time gap needed for stopped vehicles looking to the left
to make a decision on whether to turn or not.

c. Traffic Volumes
Intersection video was collected at the University East Service Road/69th Avenue and
University East Service Road/Locke Parkway study intersections under normal
weekday conditions in May 2019. Using these videos, 48-hour turning movement
counts were obtained at the study intersections. The data from the two days was
averaged to provide the base traffic for a “typical weekday.” Peak hour weekday counts
from 2018, made available by MnDOT, were utilized for the University Avenue/69th
Avenue intersection. A 24-hour turning movement count was also conducted on a
Sunday in June 2019 at the University East Service Road/69 th Avenue intersection to
collect volumes using that leg due to the church and residential land uses.
The average weekday a.m. and p.m. peak hours for the stretch of 69th Avenue and
University East Service Road between University Avenue and Locke Parkway were
found to be from 7:15 to 8:15 a.m. and 3:15 to 4:15 p.m. The “typical day” counts from
these two peak hours were used at the study intersections for analysis. The turning
movement count data from the counts is contained in fifteen-minute intervals in the
Appendix.
The turning movement counts occurred during the last week of school for the
Woodcrest Baptist Academy located on 69th Avenue. Because of that, traffic volumes
going to/from the school were counted and were found to be lower than expected for a
typical school day. To account for the difference, volumes were calculated and added
to the study intersections based on forecasts for the school from the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition. Peak hour turning
movement counts for the three intersections were then balanced. The weekday counts
did not see any school bus traffic, however the Sunday count had six entering and six
exiting school buses over the course of the day.
Based on the “typical day” turning movement volumes, the current daily traffic volumes
on the study corridors are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – Existing Daily Traffic Volumes

d. Queue Observations
Existing queue lengths on the westbound approach at University Avenue/69th Avenue
were observed during peak periods to determine if there is significant stacking occurring
blocking the 69th Avenue access point. Queues were observed to extend to the 69 th
Avenue access an average of four times during both the a.m. and p.m. peak hours. The
average duration of these queues was approximately 60 seconds in the a.m. peak hour
and 35 seconds in the p.m. peak hour. During the Sunday peak hour, this length of
queue occurred three times with an average duration of approximately 65 seconds.
These queues were noted to block vehicles wishing to turn left off of the 69 th Avenue
access, but did not extend more than two vehicles past the 69th Avenue access. It is
again noted that the adjacent school was not in full session suggesting that queues
may be longer during those times.

e. Crash Data
Along University East Service Road, between fall of 2016 and spring of 2019 there were
four reported crashes; one at University East Service Road/69th Avenue, one at
University East Service Road north of 71st Avenue and two at University East Service
Road/73rd Avenue. The one crash at University East Service Road/69th Avenue was a
rear-end crash. These numbers suggest there is not a crash issue along University East
Service Road near the study area.
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3. Forecasted Traffic
a. Site Traffic Forecasting
A trip generation analysis was performed for the remaining portion of the development
site based on the methods published in the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition. Trip generation rates are also based on local data
collected by Spack Consulting.
The ITE manual compiles studies from across the country to provide a national average
traffic for various land uses. Spack Consulting collects current average traffic volumes
for various land uses in the Twin Cities regional area for use in our studies. Local data
is considered more relevant than the ITE national data as it is generally newer and
accounts for our area’s specific characteristics and driving habits. Per the procedure in
the Trip Generation Manual, local trip generation data is used when possible and
supplemented with national ITE data when local data is not available.
During the time of the traffic counts, the municipal buildings were already occupied,
approximately 10 of the 26 single family homes were occupied and none of the
townhomes were occupied. Because of that, only the remaining unoccupied portions of
the development were analyzed for trip generation. Those trips were then able to be
added to the existing traffic counts to give a picture of traffic volumes with the full build
out of the development.
The resultant new trips generated by the proposed development are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 – New Trip Generation
Land Use
Code –
Description & Size
Source1
Single Family Detached
210 - ITE
Housing, 16 units
Multi-family Housing (low220 - ITE
rise), 72 units
Totals Using ITE Rates
Local
Single Family Homes, 16 units
Local
Townhomes, 72 units
Totals Using Local Rates
1

Daily

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

76

76

3

9

10

6

264

264

8

26

25

15

340
74
198
272

340
74
198
272

11
3
9
12

35
8
26
34

35
9
25
34

21
6
14
20

Local = Trip generation data collected by Spack Consulting.

As shown in Table 2, the peak hour volumes are nearly identical between ITE and local
trip generation rates, but the daily volumes are lower using local rates. Because of the
preference for local data, that is what is used in the analysis.
A trip distribution pattern was developed for the generated traffic going to and from the
proposed development. This pattern is based on the existing traffic volumes, site
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access, and access to the regional transportation system. The general trip distribution
pattern for this study is:
• 35% of the generated traffic to/from the north on University Avenue via 69th
Avenue.
• 45% of the generated traffic to/from the south on University Avenue via 69th
Avenue.
• 15% of the generated traffic to/from the north on University East Service Road.
• 5% percent of the generated traffic to/from the west on 69th Avenue.
Traffic generated by the site development was assigned to the area roadways per this
distribution pattern. It is noted that some of the townhome traffic may utilize 71st Avenue
to get to/from the area, however those trips were all routed along Locke Parkway to
give a conservative analysis of the study intersections.

b. Non-site Traffic Forecasting
The impacts of the proposed development are studied in the future year 2022 to allow
all portions of the development to be fully constructed and occupied. To forecast future
traffic volumes in the study area outside of the proposed development’s traffic, the
general growth in traffic is considered.
From the Fridley 2040 Comprehensive Plan Draft, an annual growth rate of 0.22% is
projected along University Avenue. That equates to approximately a 1% growth in traffic
between 2019 and 2022. Therefore, through movements on University Avenue in the
2022 scenario were increased by this growth rate. The proposed development is
anticipated to account for the growth on the local roads.

c. Total Traffic
Traffic forecasts were developed for the 2022 scenarios by adding the traffic generated
by the remaining proposed development to the non-site forecast volumes. The average
daily traffic volume forecasts developed through this process are shown in Figure 2.
The resultant 2022 weekday peak hour forecasts are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2 – Projected 2022 Daily Traffic Volumes

Figure 3 – Projected 2022 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

The forecasted volumes for the University East Service Road/Locke Parkway
roundabout were compared against previous forecasts made for this intersection.
These previous forecasts were from a 2018 study of the area by Spack Consulting and
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were using 2015 traffic counts along University East Service Road as well as trip
generation forecasts for Locke Parkway. Figure 4 shows that comparison.
Figure 4 – Roundabout Volume Forecast Comparisons

As seen in Figure 4, the volumes along Locke Parkway are roughly similar between
forecasts, but the volumes along University East Service Road are lower with the
current forecasts. That suggests that the already constructed portions of the Fridley
Civic Center are not currently generating as much traffic as anticipated in previous
forecasts.
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4. Analyses – Existing Configuration
a. Corridor Vehicular Analysis
While many factors contribute to a road feeling congested, the two biggest factors are
volume, how many vehicles are using the road, and capacity, how many vehicles the
road can accommodate a day. Transportation professionals use these pieces of
information to create a ratio of volume to capacity. For example, a road with a volume
to capacity ratio of 1.0, where the traffic demand is nearly equal to the traffic supply,
will feel congested to motorists.
Below is a rough guide of the daily traffic volumes different types of roads can
accommodate based on Exhibits 16-16 and 12-39 of the Highway Capacity Manual, 6th
Edition. If the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volume on a roadway is below the threshold,
then it is considered un-congested. If the daily volume falls inside the range, the road
is almost congested, and if the daily volume is over the threshold the road is congested.
• 2-Lane (one in each direction with left turn lanes at busy intersections and
coordinated signals), undivided street, are considered congested with a volume
between 8,900 to 18,300 vehicles per day.
• 4-Lane, undivided street (two in each direction with left turn lanes at busy
intersections and coordinated signals), – 18,600 to 36,800 vehicles per day.
• 6-Lane, divided street (three in each direction with left turn lanes at busy
intersections and coordinated signals), – 29,100 to 55,300 vehicles per day.
Comparing the daily volumes from Figures 1 and 2 to the ranges from the above table,
none of the study corridors are forecast to exceed their capacities through the 2022
forecasts.

b. Intersection Vehicular Analysis
Individual intersections can perform poorly during peak periods while the overall
roadway corridor is operating with an uncongested daily volume to capacity ratio lower
than 1.0. Therefore, capacity analyses are performed for the study intersections to
determine if they need improvements such as turn lanes or an upgrade in traffic control.
The existing and forecasted turning movement volumes along with the existing
intersection configurations and traffic control were used to develop the average delay
per intersection in each study scenario. The delay calculations were done in
accordance with the Highway Capacity Manual, 6th Edition using the
Synchro/SimTraffic software package. Five simulations, each with a different random
seed number, were run for each scenario and the results were averaged. The full
calculations for each study scenario, delays, and queue lengths, are included in the
Appendix.
Chart 1 shows the average peak hour delay per traffic signal controlled intersection for
each study scenario. The LOS D/E boundary of 55 seconds of delay per vehicle is
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considered the threshold between acceptable and unacceptable traffic signal operation
in Minnesota. The signal timing was provided by MnDOT.
Chart 1 – Peak Hour Delays: Signal Controlled Intersection

Average Delay (seconds)

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
University Ave/69th Ave - AM Peak Hour
Existing
2022 Build

University Ave/69th Ave - PM Peak Hour
LOS E = 55s
LOS C = 20s

Chart 2 shows the average peak hour delay at the roundabout controlled intersection
for each study scenario. The LOS D/E boundary of 35 seconds of delay per vehicle is
considered the threshold between acceptable and unacceptable all-way stop and
roundabout operation in Minnesota. The Highway Capacity Manual sets the threshold
lower at all-way stop signs and roundabouts then at traffic signal-controlled
intersections based on the theory motorists have more patience at traffic signal
controlled intersections and accept longer delays at a red light.
Chart 2 – Peak Hour Delays: Roundabout Controlled Intersection
40

Average Delay (seconds)

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Univ E Serv Rd/Locke Pkwy - AM Peak Hour
Existing

2022 Build
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LOS C = 15s

Chart 3 shows the 95th percentile queue lengths on the 69th Avenue approach to
University East Service Road/69th Avenue. Average delays are not calculated for
intersections with side street stop sign control because the vast majority of vehicles
going through the intersection are on the main roadway and have zero delay, which
leads to low overall average delays. At side street stop sign controlled approaches to
busy roadways, the average delay for all the vehicles on the approach often exceeds
60 seconds. This can be the case for a few vehicles waiting at the stop sign where
improvements would not be justified for the low traffic volume. Based on our experience,
improvements are warranted at these types of intersections when the 95th percentile
queue at a stop sign is in the five to ten vehicle range, or if other conditions call for
improvements.
Chart 3 – Peak Hour Queues: Side Street Stop Sign Controlled Intersection

95th Percentile Queues (vehicles)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
NB 69th Ave at Univ E Serv Rd - AM Peak Hour
Existing

NB 69th Ave at Univ E Serv Rd - PM Peak Hour

2022 Build

Queue = 5

As seen in Charts 1 to 3, the study intersections are forecast to operate acceptably
overall through the 2022 Build scenario. Notably, the roundabout at University East
Service Road/Locke Parkway will be well under capacity and has the ability to handle
significantly more traffic.
The queue results in Chart 3 show that while queues are not overly long due to the low
volumes on the approach, vehicles are having to wait for gaps in traffic, including
queued traffic, to turn off of the 69th Avenue access. Without the adequate access
spacing between the 69th Avenue access and University Avenue and thereby the
adequate sight distance, the ability to safely navigate those gaps is reduced.
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5. Analyses – Alternative Configurations
a. Layout Options
Based on discussions with the City of Fridley, the three options of focus for the
University East Service Road/69th Avenue intersection are:
1. Keep the existing full access intersection
2. Convert to a right-in/right-out (RI/RO) intersection
3. Remove the intersection
Figure 5 shows the paths that vehicles going to/from the residential area and
school/church along 69th Avenue would be able to utilize with these different options.
Figure 5 – Layout Options: Vehicle Paths

b. Layout Option Impacts
With these different layout options, there are several aspects of the impacts that can
be measured:
• Impacts to vehicle travel distances and travel times
• Impacts to roadways where traffic is being re-routed
• Impacts to intersection operations
With some vehicle paths needing to be re-routed due to changes at the University East
Service Road/69th Avenue intersection, vehicle travel distances and travel times will be
impacted. Table 3 summarizes these impacts for different routing options. The starting
and ending points from Figure 5 are utilized in these calculations.
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Table 3 – Travel Distance & Time Impacts
Scenario
Full Access
RI/RO
Removed Access

Entering Neighborhood
From West
From North
Distance Time* Distance Time*
500 feet
12 (12) 850 feet 24 (27)
500 feet
12 (12) 950 feet 27 (27)
1,200 feet 30 (30) 950 feet 27 (27)

Exiting Neighborhood
To West
To North
Distance
Time*
Distance
Time*
500 feet
20 (28)
850 feet
26 (38)
1,200 feet 35 (36)
850 feet
22 (22)
1,200 feet 36 (37)
950 feet
29 (29)

*Time is in seconds for AM Peak Hour (PM Peak Hour)

As seen in Table 3, the biggest increases in travel distance are 700 feet for vehicles
going to/from the west. The biggest time increases are 18 seconds in the a.m. peak
hour for vehicles coming from the west in the Removed Access scenario and 16
seconds for vehicles headed to the west in the Removed Access scenario. Vehicles
headed to the north in the RI/RO and Removed Access scenarios in the p.m. peak hour
will actually have lower travel times than with the existing layout due to avoiding the
longer delays at University East Service Road/69th Avenue.
It is noted that the travel time impacts going to/from the north are minimal if not
improved. With emergency services being located to the north within the Fridley Civic
Center development, emergency response times are not anticipated to be negatively
impacted with either the RI/RO or Removed Access layouts.
For the roadways impacted by the re-routing of traffic, Figure 5 shows that those will be
the western stretch of Rice Creek Lane between 69 th Avenue and Locke Parkway as
well as Locke Parkway between Rice Creek Lane and University East Service Road.
From Figure 2, 800 daily trips are forecast along the leg of 69th Avenue south of
University East Service Road. Rice Creek Lane will only serve a small number of singlefamily homes, so if all 800 of these trips were to be moved to Rice Creek Lane the daily
volume would likely be less than 1,000 trips which is reasonable for a residential
roadway. The volume on Locke Parkway would increase to 1,500 daily trips for that one
block section which is well within its capacity.
Both the RI/RO and Removed Access options will increase volumes at the University
East Service Road/Locke Parkway roundabout. SimTraffic simulations were conducted
for this intersection with each of the two alternative options. The overall average vehicle
delay in all scenarios is forecast to remain roughly the same, well below the capacity of
the intersection. These simulations were run assuming vehicles use the paths shown
in Figure 5. If vehicles heading west in the RI/RO scenario were to use the roundabout
to make U-turns, based on the excess capacity of the intersection, no significant
impacts to delays would be anticipated.
Based on all these results, either the RI/RO or Removed Access alternative would be
viable options. While both would bring change to the area, neither have significant
drawbacks to the operational impacts they would present. Both remove the sight
distance issue for left turns, but only the Removed Access alternative fully addresses
the poor sight distance issue. It is therefore recommended that the Removed Access
alternative be utilized.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
The traffic impacts of the proposed development were thoroughly studied and the principal
findings are:
• The remaining residential portions of the Fridley Civic Center development are
expected to generate 680 new trips during an average weekday, 46 new trips during
the a.m. peak hour and 56 new trips during the p.m. peak hour.
• The study roadways and intersections are forecast to operate acceptably through the
2022 Build scenario.
• Queues on westbound 69th Avenue at University Avenue occasionally block the
northbound 69th Avenue access during peak hours.
• Adequate intersection sight distance does not exist for northbound vehicles on the
69th Avenue access looking west.
The following recommendations are made based on the above findings:
• The 69th Avenue access to University East Service Road be removed.
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7. Appendix
A. Site Plan
B. Traffic Counts
C. Capacity Analysis Backup
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AM Existing
PM Existing
AM 2022 Build
PM 2022 Build
AM 2022 Build – RI/RO
PM 2022 Build – RI/RO
AM 2022 Build – Removed Access
PM 2022 Build – Removed Access
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